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Abstract
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Introduction

With sustained emphasis on student success in general education mathematics courses over the past two decades, new courses designed to foster quantitative literacy and reasoning have proliferated in recent years (Gaze 2018). In designing a new course, it is necessary to address what learning goals students are expected to achieve and how the course will offer opportunities to achieve those goals (Mathematical Association of America 1994). In this regard, one way to examine the validity of a course design is to investigate how the course assessments align with the course learning goals, especially as intentional course alignment has been shown to positively impact students’ approaches to learning (Wang et al. 2013). In particular, mapping course assessment items (e.g., mathematical tasks on exams or in-class group activities) to specific learning objectives can provide evidence about how the objectives are represented holistically across the course assessment materials. In coursework centered on quantitative literacy, attention to the alignment between learning goals and assessments is of particular importance, given that quantitative literacy is challenging to both operationalize and assess (Shavelson 2008; Boersma et al. 2011). Notwithstanding this challenge, as courses in quantitative literacy grow in scale—both in the form of large course sizes (Tunstall et al. 2016) and the distribution of uniform curricula (e.g., Quantway or Statway)1 across institutions—there is a marked need for attention to the operationalization and assessment of learning objectives in such courses.

In this analysis, we examine how course assessment items are aligned with learning objectives in a quantitative literacy course at Michigan State University. Since its development (see Tunstall et al. 2016), this course has aimed to develop student competence in interacting with mathematical and statistical representations in real-life contexts and communicating their understanding through oral and written formats. The context-based and process-oriented aspects of quantitative literacy instantiated in this course align with extant literature of numeracy, quantitative literacy, and quantitative reasoning discussions (Steen 2001; Madison 2003; Karaali et al. 2016). With this perspective on a quantitative literacy course, the course design consisted of multiple contextual modules with different types of course assignments to foster students achieving the learning objectives.

This alignment analysis consisted of mapping assessment items to a list of operationalized learning objectives from the course syllabus and shows how often the learning objectives are represented in assessment items, how often they are paired with other learning objectives, and how influential they are in contributing

1 See https://www.carnegiemathpathways.org/quantway/ for more information about offerings in relation to Carnegie Math Pathways.
to a student’s course grade. In addition, through comparisons across four assessment types including exams, homework, projects, and in-class activities, we show how each learning objective was assessed differently within each assessment type. The most frequently represented learning objectives in the particular course we studied concerned the creation and interpretation of graphical representations; these learning objectives were assessed relatively evenly across the assessment types. However, these learning objectives often co-occurred with other objectives in assessment items, and the point values per item associated with these objectives were less than those for other objectives. Some objectives, such as supporting an argument and critical analysis, are mostly assessed in particular types of assessments (projects and labs) due to the complexity of assessing students’ writing and creation of graphical representations involved in those objectives. Given that those assessment types account for a smaller percentage in the overall course evaluation scheme than that for the exams, students’ work toward those objectives did not impact their overall grades as much as they would under a different weighting scheme.

In sum, this study shows how quantitative literacy learning objectives can vary with assessment type in a course, and also provides numeracy scholars with an analysis technique suitable for use at their respective institutions.

**Literature Review**

Educators and educational researchers recognize that if components of an educational system (e.g., federal, state, and district policies; curriculum, assessments, and teaching practices) are not aligned, the system will be fragmented, confusing, and ineffective (University of Pennsylvania 1991; Newmann 1993; Spillane 1998). Alignment is not a new concept of study; researchers have used alignment studies to guide curriculum and instruction development (e.g., Hubball and Burt 2007; Coburn et al. 2016), validate assessment instruments (e.g., Webb 2002; Sundre and Thelk 2010; Wittstrom et al. 2010), and characterize the nature of assessments across disciplines (e.g., Momsen et al. 2013).

Indeed, since the course goals and assessment items (ideally) represent the instructor’s expectations for student learning in their course designs, analysis of these two pieces is ostensibly informative. Researchers in various disciplines have evaluated how course assessment materials reflect course learning goals by mapping individual assessment items to a set of codes that represent the intended student learning of interest (Momsen et al. 2013; FitzPatrick et al. 2015; Laverty et al. 2016). For example, in the context of introductory biology and physics, Momsen et al. (2013) analyzed the level of cognitive demand represented in assessment items with respect to Bloom’s Taxonomy, finding that most assessment items in their sample of high-stakes exams tested low-level cognitive skills. Laverty et al.
(2016) developed a protocol that characterizes the extent to which assessment tasks from college science courses can elicit evidence of student engagement with scientific practices, crosscutting concepts, and core disciplinary ideas (National Research Council 2012). A follow-up study evaluated change over time in the nature of assessments in introductory biology, chemistry, and physics courses with respect to these three dimensions (Matz et al. 2018).

In particular, some researchers have analyzed and judged the extent of content alignment between standards—a predetermined set of learning objectives—and assessment instruments in terms of how and to what extent the assessments cover the standards (Webb 2002; Wittstrom et al. 2010). For example, Sundre and Thelk (2010) conducted an alignment study to validate an assessment instrument for college students’ quantitative literacy. They invited content experts from four different institutions to map each item from the instrument to their institutions’ learning objectives for quantitative literacy. Given the high percentages (92–100%) of items that were successfully mapped, the researchers argued for the content validity of the instrument as well as its generalizability to those institutions.

Past literature demonstrates the usefulness of alignment studies in investigating course assessment materials, while providing various approaches and frameworks that reflect different purposes of the studies. In this study, we used a mapping analysis to examine the content alignment between course objectives and assessments in a quantitative literacy course.

**Research Questions and Context**

The purpose of this study is to examine alignment between course learning goals and assessment materials in a newly-developed quantitative literacy course (Math 101) at Michigan State University, a large, public, research-intensive university. More details about this course and its development are available in Tunstall et al. (2016). We describe the logistics of the course itself below, but note here that the Math 101 course is centered around context-specific modules that are subject to change from semester to semester. Since its development, the contexts have included: The World and Its People, Numbers in the Media, Science, and Health and Risk. In the modules, tools of quantitative reasoning are introduced as a means of better understanding issues or topics, rather than the reverse—an approach that has both benefits and limitations. Benefits include, among other things, that students tend to be engaged insofar as the contexts themselves are engaging, as well as that we cover various facts of life in which quantitative reasoning is often considered useful (Madison and Steen 2007). On the other hand, a limitation is that when contexts drive a course, it is difficult to define and then operationalize learning objectives that convey the mathematics and statistics being done. In some respects, this limitation constitutes the reason we arrived at this study.
Research Questions

With this context in mind, we conducted a course alignment analysis to address the following research questions: RQ1) What specific learning objectives were the most and least represented across the course assessments? and RQ2) How were the learning objectives represented differently within each type of assessment? We collected and analyzed the course syllabus and all the assessment materials used to determine the students’ final grades. To examine how the assessment items reflected the learning objectives, all the items were coded with a set of Learning Objectives (LOs), operationalized from the original set of objectives in the course syllabus. This analysis shows how the LOs were represented in the assessments throughout the course in terms of exhaustiveness and any differential emphasis on particular objectives.

It is important to note that we—the authors of the paper—have each been involved in some way with the development and teaching of Math 101 since the inception of the course. In the context of this work, some of the authors contributed to the development of the learning objective base that has evolved as the course has also evolved; however, the instructor for the Fall 2017 semester (the term of interest in this study) designed the course syllabus and assessments. Our role here is not to critique or make normative claims about the design or enactment of the course, and we are not attempting to discern the instructor’s intentions. Instead, our analysis centers on the relationship between learning objectives and their instantiation in the assessments. We also note that the course changes incrementally from semester to semester, so these analyses should not necessarily be considered indicative of the current course.

An additional important remark is that our approach to analyzing alignment between the course learning goals and assessments was based on the analysis of written documents, and that the scope of our analysis did not include teaching practices in the classroom or student performance on the assessments. In this study, we do not ask questions or make claims about what the students learned from this course and how the student learning took place; addressing these issues is not the purpose of the study. Rather we argue that this analysis, from a course design perspective, allows us to examine the extent to which the assessments in this relatively new course are aligned with the learning goals.

Context

In Fall 2017, 379 total students enrolled across 14 sections of Quantitative Literacy I (Math 101) with 22 to 30 students per section. The course offered two weekly class meetings, a large 80-minute lecture session, and a small 80-minute recitation session for each section. The instructor of the course provided a lecture for students on Tuesdays followed by a recitation session for each section on Thursdays in which the students met with their recitation leader to work on lab activities related
to the topics taught in the lecture of the week. In the recitation sessions, students collaborated in groups of three or four peers to solve problems and then turned in their worksheets for grading. A subset of students in the course was enrolled in enhanced sections, meaning they additionally attended a recitation session on Wednesdays between the lecture and the laboratory sessions; an analysis of the efficacy of these enhanced sections is reported in Matz and Tunstall (2018).

The larger course goals include approaching information with a numerical lens, emphasizing how mathematics informs real-life contexts, and communicating understanding through oral and written formats aligned with extant literature on numeracy, quantitative literacy, and quantitative reasoning (Steen 2001; Madison 2003; Karaali et al. 2016). Students enrolled in Math 101 are encouraged to approach numerical information presented to them in daily life with a critical lens. The contexts included within the course modules highlight how mathematical skills, such as mathematical modeling, may help with day-to-day demands of students’ lives. In the module The World and Its People, for instance, students engage with Gapminder, a modeling tool, to consider important social questions about world health. Students also create their own mathematical models from real-world problems or health statistics to develop their mathematical skills and broaden their perspective.

In order for students to develop their understanding of mathematics in context, communication is a main feature of the course. Students are encouraged to verbally communicate, specifically during recitations, with classmates and instructors. Students work together in groups to read, interpret, and find solutions to real-world problems. At times, students present their understanding by using appropriate mathematical symbols, graphs, and language. In addition to verbal communication, written communication is also used within the course to assess student learning.

Written evidence of student learning was shown on four types of graded course assessments: (a) exams, (b) labs, (c) individual projects, and (d) homework assignments. Together, these four types of assessments accounted for 1,000 points in total which determined the course grade. Exams consisted of multiple choice, open-ended, and fill-in-the-blank questions. Labs specifically asked students to discuss topics from the previous lecture. The lab questions could be centered on social media posts, news articles, or other sources which related to a specific mathematical goal. For example, while discussing overpopulation and world health issues (e.g., access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation), students worked with ideas about proportions, absolute and relative measures, and graphical models. Individual projects provided students the opportunity to show what they know with additional flexibility. In one case, students chose a Millennium Development goal from a pre-existing list to create a story about various populations around the world and their progress on the selected goal. Many possible solutions for these individual projects exist, allowing students to interpret, think about, and present their
understanding in multiple ways. Homework assignments gave more guidance and practice about key concepts and skills covered within lectures. Each assignment consisted of review content along with a few “check-up” questions and links to real-life examples (e.g., TED talk video links, news articles, or statistical data).

**Methods**

*Data Collection*

We collected the Fall 2017 Math 101 course syllabus containing the course-level learning objectives, descriptions of the course assessments, and the grading scheme noting specific point allocations to each assessment type. Assessment materials that contributed to the final grade were also collected, including three written exams (two midterms and one cumulative final), ten worksheets for labs, instructions for two projects, and nine homework assignments.

**Data Analysis**

*Assessment Items.* Individual assessment items in the course materials were identified as the unit of analysis; that is, each question in the exams, labs, and homework was considered an individual item as written and was labeled as such in our materials. Some assessment items were naturally clustered (by the instructor) to address particular concepts or procedures—for example, a problem might contain three subparts labeled (a), (b), and (c). In these cases, we considered each subpart separately in applying the Learning Objective (LO) codes. Similarly, we identified the items in the project assessments based on the smallest unit of instruction (e.g., creating a presentation slide with a given set of information or writing a paragraph that responded to a question prompt). The numbers of identified individual items and corresponding point values from the four assessment types are detailed in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The numbers of assessment items and point distribution across the assessment types.](https://scholarcommons.usf.edu/numeracy/vol12/iss2/art10)

Learning Objectives. Iterative development of the LO codes began with operationalizing the original learning objective statements as they appeared in the
course syllabus, written by the course instructor. This operationalization by our research team consisted of both consolidating and dividing the original objectives so as to support coders in reliably interpreting and applying the LO codes. That is, in the original learning objectives we identified both a few cases where the same idea was stated in multiple learning objectives, and a few cases where one original learning objective seemed to contain multiple ideas (Fig. 2). We also added an “Other” LO code because we encountered a small number of assessment items that could not reasonably be coded with any of the existing objectives. Those items include converting between units of measurement and collecting background information on students’ interests.

Figure 2. Examples of multiple LO codes in an original learning objective statement and an LO code derived from multiple statements. Learning objective #2 from the course syllabus contains multiple ideas, operationalized as LOs C (global issues), I (percentages and proportions), J (measures of center or spread), and K (absolute and relative measures). LO C is also contained in learning objective #1 on the syllabus.

As consistent coding requires categories that can be reliably distinguished (Saldaña 2009), this process was necessary, though we note that, in sum, only minor modifications had to be made to the original list of learning objectives; many objectives were already distinctive in their original form. Having identified the mathematical activities and reasoning included in the statements, we generated the final list of LOs (without a specific order implying importance) for coding with brief descriptions (Appendix 1) as well as a list of example assessment items by LO code (Appendix 2). The codes were finalized after three iterations of pilot coding on random samples conducted by three coders (Hruschka et al. 2004). During all coding rounds, raters had access to the group’s notes about all items that had been previously coded.

**Coding and Inter-Rater Reliability.** For each item, the coder applied the most accurate code(s) describing the primary mathematical activity or reasoning required in the task. Two codes at most could be applied to a single item if they were both determined to be salient in describing the nature of the task. In one example problem from a lab activity (Fig. 3), for instance, students are asked to make and
support an argument using quantitative information (LO A) requiring a valid interpretation of a somewhat unusual infographic (LO H). This process of simultaneous coding (Saldaña 2009) was used because we identified numerous similar items that appeared to rely on more than one objective (Sikorskii et al. 2011), but the limit of two codes was also a practical choice to help maintain reliability between different coders.

**Measles in Ingham County, MI**

*Coverage = 80%*

*Day 144*

Is an 80% vaccination rate an acceptable rate (i.e. avoids a large amount of people catching measles)? (Yes / No). What specifically from the graph made you select the answer that you did?

**Figure 3.** An example assessment item from a lab activity that was coded with two LOs: A (supporting an argument) and H (infographics). Students are asked to interpret the interactive simulation of a measles outbreak on a map as well as make an argument with supporting quantitative information.

To examine our inter-rater reliability in coding, the code applications from two independent coders were compared. For each item, an agreement on the code application was identified if one or more concurrent LO code(s) was applied by both coders. After three rounds of preliminary coding, discussion, and refining the codebook, the percentage agreement on a random sample of 20 items (representing...
all the different types of assessment) between the two coders was 100%, and all the assessment items were subsequently coded with the LO codebook and protocol developed by the researchers. While establishing inter-rater reliability with percent agreement does not correct for agreement by chance and thus always overestimates the actual agreement between raters (Hallgren 2012), we argue that the number of possible codes (19) is large enough to make agreement by chance very small relative to our observed agreement. After inter-rater reliability was established, one coder was responsible for coding the remainder of the dataset.

**Measures.** Based on the LO code applications to the assessment items, three separate measures, described below, were calculated to determine how each LO was represented: (a) the number of items representing each LO code, (b) given the allowance for double-coding items, an adjusted number of items representing each LO code, and (c) points assigned to items representing each LO code.

First, the number of items representing each LO code was determined by the number of all the items that reflected the code. Since there were 217 items with two code applications, the sum of the measures from all the codes is not the total number of items ($N=481$) but rather equal the total number of code applications ($N=698$). This measure indicates on how many items in the course the students were asked to use their knowledge of the given LO.

Second, the adjusted number of items representing each LO code was determined by using different weights for items with two code applications. To consider the double-counting of the items with two code applications, each of the two codes from an item was counted as the half for evaluating the adjusted numbers of items. The sum of this measure from all LO codes is, therefore, equal to the total number of items ($N=481$). Comparing the number of items and the adjusted number of items representing an LO code shows the extent to which each LO was combined with another LO in the course assessments.

Last, the points assigned to items representing each LO code indicates the sum of all the points from the items that represent the code. For an item with two code applications, each code was assigned half of the points. This measure indicates the extent to which student performance on each LO contributed to their final grade.

**Limitations**

We do not claim that the learning objectives are all written at the same level. For example, some objectives rely on relatively specific skills (e.g., calculating proportions and creating graphs) compared to others that address broader concepts and student reasoning (e.g., supporting an argument with quantitative information). Additionally, for the items with two code applications, we divided the points in half for each code assuming that the two objectives were equally represented in the item, though this distribution is unlikely to be exactly equal for many items. Further, we
did not include the small number of optional learning activities that students had access to as part of the course, such as participating in weekly online discussion forums or a pre/post cognitive assessment for learning gains. Finally, we note that the labs were often purposefully designed to take longer than a single class meeting to complete, but our point-weighting scheme assumes that students would have completed the entirety of each lab.

Analysis

This alignment analysis shows how the learning objectives are represented across the different assessment types in terms of three measures, (a) the number of assessment items representing each objective, (b) the adjusted number of assessment items representing each objective, and (c) the points assigned to items representing each objective. In the following sections, we present the representation of LOs by assessment type according to these three measures and evaluate which LOs are most and least represented. We then discuss how the representation of LOs varied across assessment types by comparing the measures to the percentages of the course evaluation scheme for each assessment type under the assumption that the representation of LOs is independent of assessment types.

**RQ1: Representation of LOs Across All Assessments**

To examine how each LO code is represented in the course assessments, we evaluated the three measures for each code and compared them to identify the most and least represented LOs in the assessments (Table 1). In addition, comparing the three measures shows how often the codes co-occurred with other codes in a single assessment item and the extent to which the LOs had influence in determining overall student grades according to how often they appeared in the assessment items and their relative point values. By all three measures, LOs F (graphs) and H (infographics) are the most represented learning objectives across the course assessments; that is, these learning objectives are assessed most frequently in the course and account for the most points in the assessments. LOs M (expected value) and P (awareness of limitations) are the least represented objectives by all three measures.
Table 1
The Numbers of Assessment Items, the Adjusted Numbers of Assessment Items, and the Points Assigned for Each LO Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LO (Shortened labels)</th>
<th>Number of Items (%)</th>
<th>Adjusted number of items (%)</th>
<th>Points assigned (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Supporting an argument</td>
<td>20 (4)</td>
<td>14 (3)</td>
<td>54 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Quantitative assumptions</td>
<td>10 (2)</td>
<td>7.5 (2)</td>
<td>20 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Global issues</td>
<td>49 (10)</td>
<td>27 (6)</td>
<td>52 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Critical analysis</td>
<td>29 (6)</td>
<td>21.5 (4)</td>
<td>77 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Formula</td>
<td>13 (3)</td>
<td>9.5 (2)</td>
<td>13 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Graphs</td>
<td>105 (22)</td>
<td>72 (15)</td>
<td>110 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Tables</td>
<td>22 (5)</td>
<td>14.5 (3)</td>
<td>21 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Infographics</td>
<td>101 (21)</td>
<td>61.5 (13)</td>
<td>119 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Percentages and proportions</td>
<td>72 (15)</td>
<td>51.5 (11)</td>
<td>95 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Measures of center or spread</td>
<td>63 (13)</td>
<td>48.5 (10)</td>
<td>113 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Absolute and relative measures</td>
<td>28 (6)</td>
<td>17 (4)</td>
<td>22 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Stochastic phenomenon</td>
<td>36 (7)</td>
<td>29 (6)</td>
<td>73 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Expected value</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>3 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Bayes theorem</td>
<td>53 (11)</td>
<td>40 (8)</td>
<td>72 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Prediction</td>
<td>39 (8)</td>
<td>29 (6)</td>
<td>73 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Awareness of limitations</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>2.5 (1)</td>
<td>4 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Correlation and causation</td>
<td>29 (6)</td>
<td>15 (3)</td>
<td>32 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Interpolation and extrapolation</td>
<td>15 (3)</td>
<td>11 (2)</td>
<td>25 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Other</td>
<td>7 (1)</td>
<td>7 (1)</td>
<td>23 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>698 (145)</td>
<td>481 (100)</td>
<td>1000 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Frequency of LO Representation in Assessment Items.** The number of items representing each LO code shows how often students are asked to use their knowledge or skills of the LO. The number of items for each LO code ranges from 3 (1%) to 105 (22%), and the median is 29 (6%). Since the items with two codes applied were counted twice in this measure, the sum of percentages from all the codes is 145%, reflecting that 217 of the 481 items were coded with two objectives. This measure for each LO code shows what percent of items reflect the LO regardless of whether the item was coded with one or two LOs. Comparison across different codes shows what particular LOs are assessed relatively more or less in the assessment items. For example, the most represented LO codes by this measure are LOs F (graphs) and H (infographics), which were applied in 105 and 101 items, respectively, among the total 481 items in the course, meaning each of the LOs was addressed in more than 20% of the course assessment items. On the other hand,
LOs M (expected value) and P (awareness of limitations) appeared in 3 and 4 items, respectively, each constituting less than 1% of the assessment items in the course.

**Pairwise Appearance of LOs.** The adjusted number of items representing each LO code indicates how often the code co-occurs with other codes in a single assessment item. Because the items with two code applications were counted double in the first measure, the numbers and percentages decrease overall in this adjusted measure. The adjusted numbers for each LO code range from 2.5 (1%) to 72 (15%), and the median is 17 (4%). The most and the least represented LO codes by this adjusted measure were the same as the first measure. However, the adjusted numbers of items for LOs F (graphs) and H (infographics), which are the most represented codes according to both measures, show significant decreases by the adjusted measure, implying that these LOs most often co-occurred with other LOs. For example, out of 105 items coded with the LO F, 66 items included another code while only 39 items were coded exclusively with LO F.

**Influence of LOs on Final Course Grades.** The points assigned to the LO codes show the point values assigned to items representing each LO code, which in turn implies how student performance on each LO influenced their course grade. The points for each LO code (out of 1,000 total course points) ranges from 3 (0%) to 119 (12%), and the median is 52 (5%). The most represented LOs by this measure are again F (graphs) and H (infographics), the same as for the first two measures, but also includes LO J (measures of center or spread), which shows a relatively small drop in percentage from the number of items to the points assigned. The least represented codes are again LOs M (expected value) and P (awareness of limitations) which each account for no more than 1% of the entire points across the course.

The comparison between the points assigned and the adjusted numbers of items for each LO indicates how the items representing each LO are valued relative to how often the objective was assessed in the assessment materials. The percent of the points assigned for nine LOs (A, B, D, J, L, O, Q, R, and S) increased from the adjusted number of items whereas the remaining ten LOs (C, E, F, G, H, I, K, M, N, and P) showed decreases. For instance, for LOs A (supporting an argument) and D (critical analysis), the percent of course points was greater than the percent of number of items representing the code, indicating that these two LOs were highly valued. However, the percent of points assigned to LO F (graphs, 11%) decreased from percent of the number of items coded with LO F (15%). This implies that student work on items coded with LO F is relatively less valued than that for LOs A and D, though LO F is the most frequent objective that students were asked about in their assessment materials (Fig. 4).
Figure 4. Differences between the adjusted number of assessment items and the points assigned for LO codes A (supporting an argument), D (critical analysis), and F (graphs).

RQ2: Differences in Representation of LOs by Assessment Type

To examine differentials in the distribution of LOs by assessment type, we evaluated the percent of points assigned to each LO within each assessment type compared to the total points assigned to the LO (Fig. 5). Under the assumption that the LOs are not preferred by a particular assessment type, we expected that the distribution of the points assigned to each LO would be exactly the same as the entire course assessment distribution. However, the analysis reveals multiple patterns of distribution as shown in Figure 5 that are different from the overall course assessment distribution. Some objectives were represented mostly in exams while others were assessed in the more open-ended project and lab assessments.

Figure 6 shows the overall course assessment distribution (dotted line) and the distribution of points for three LOs that are representative of three patterns identified in this analysis. First, LO F (graphs) represents a pattern that is close to the overall course assessment distribution. The distribution of points assigned to LOs F, G (tables), and H (infographics) shows a similar pattern to the overall course assessment distribution. That is, 46% of the overall course points come from exams, and roughly 46% of the points associated with LO F also come from exams. For these LOs, more points were assigned to each assessment type in the order of exams, labs, projects, and homework, which is same as the course distribution.
Figure 5. The distribution of points for each LO code across the assessment types, showing how the points assigned to each LO are distributed across the different assessment types.

Figure 6. The distribution of points assigned for LOs A (supporting an argument), F (graphs), and O (prediction) across the assessment types that exemplify three different general patterns of distribution.

Other LOs including A (supporting an argument), C (global issues), R (interpolation and extrapolation), and S (other) showed a different pattern of distribution in which points were assigned more in projects and less in exams compared to the overall course distribution (see LO A in Fig. 6). For example, the comparison indicates that more than 50% of the points assigned to LO A were found in projects whereas about 20% of the points were assigned in exams, implying that the assessment of LO A in this course preferentially occurred in projects compared to other assessment types. This difference in distribution shows that projects were the most significant assessment type in this course for reflecting student achievement in these LOs.
Finally, more than 70% of points assigned to LOs B (quantitative assumptions), O (prediction), and Q (correlation and causation) were identified in exams whereas relatively fewer points were found in labs and projects compared to the overall course distribution (see LO O in Fig. 6). This distribution indicates that the influence of exams on the evaluation of student achievement for these LOs was more significant than would be expected under the assumption that the assessment type and learning objective are unrelated.

**Discussion and Implication**

The analysis of the three measures for representation of LOs shows that the most represented LOs among all three measures were to create and interpret mathematical representations of quantitative information, including graphs (LO F) and infographics (LO H). Further, comparisons of the three measures and the assessment types imply more than just the dominance of their representations in the assessments. LOs F and H were paired with other objectives in the assessment items more than any other and found across all assessment types. However, individual items representing those objectives were less valued in determining student grades than other objectives.

**Core Objectives in Assessments: Creating and Interpreting Graphical Representations**

The mathematical tasks of creating and interpreting both graphs and infographics were frequently integrated with other objectives at the individual item level as well as included across all assessment types. These LOs show substantial drops in the adjusted numbers of items from the numbers of the items, indicating that they frequently co-occurred with other objectives in the individual items. For instance, 63% (66 of 105) of the items representing LO F (graphs) were also coded with another objective, as were 78% (79 of 101) of items representing LO H (infographics). These results demonstrate the crucial role of mathematical and statistical representations in context-based course design for quantitative literacy and reasoning courses as discussed in the extant literature (e.g., Madison 2014). Second, the comparison by assessment types shows that these two LOs were assessed in each assessment type proportionate to the overall course evaluation distribution. This finding indicates that the representation of these LOs was not biased by assessment type, and that the students engaged with the activities of creating and interpreting graphs and infographics consistently across the exams, labs, projects, and homework.

In that sense, creating and interpreting graphical representations were the core objectives in the course assessments of Math 101. Given the prevalence of interaction with multiple representations across the course assessments, these
findings imply that it is important for students’ success in this course to develop those abilities and apply them regularly in complex practices such as collecting quantitative information from real-life contexts and supporting arguments with visual representations.

**Assessing Learning Objectives for Effective Communication**

In addition, the analysis shows that the learning objectives were not all equally distributed across different types of assessments in this course. Though we do not claim a stable correlation between particular assessment types and learning objectives that would generalize to other courses, our analysis implies that designing course assessments aligned with multiple learning objectives requires close examination for possible (unintentional) over- and underrepresentation of objectives within different assessment types. In this course assessment distribution for Math 101, more points are assigned to exams (46%) than labs (24%), projects (20%), and homework (10%). Some LOs that are represented mostly in exams but rarely found in homework (e.g., LOs B, O, and Q) had more influence on determining student final grades than other LOs that are represented less often in exams but mostly in other types of assessments (e.g., LOs A, C, R, and S). Such LOs in this case were perhaps more conducive to being graded quickly in the form of a closed-response exam or automated-grading homework system; LO A (for example), “Analyze and use quantitative information to support an argument,” is likely to be assessed through writing (which in this course would be in labs or projects).

These findings imply that course assessment design should include attention to differences in the representation of learning objectives by assessment type as well as the distribution of points assigned for each type, as they can reveal an over- or underrepresentation of particular objectives in student evaluation. Indeed, if a higher weight is allotted to a specific assessment type (e.g., closed form assessments), then inevitably learning objectives conducive to that assessment type will be those most “represented” in the course (e.g., those involving calculation). In light of existing literature concerning the importance of argumentation and writing in the assessment of quantitative literacy and reasoning (e.g., Grawe 2011), this finding accentuates the importance of awareness of what is gained and lost as we use different assessment types, especially as courses grow in scale.

**Implications for Instructors and Developers of QL Courses**

The findings of this study provide actionable implications, especially for instructors and course developers in other institutions where intended learning goals and pedagogical approaches are similar to Math 101. First, it is important to identify core learning objectives among others and, more importantly, to understand how
those core objectives are instantiated in the existing course assessments. In support of student success, courses would benefit from an explicit emphasis on core objectives that are required in many different contexts and assignments throughout the course. Though multiple contextual modules in such courses are not driven by hierarchical structure of mathematical content, instructors may attend to core objectives and emphasize applications to different contexts and practices. Second, determining the course evaluation distribution across the multiple course assessment types requires close examination of the extent to which each assessment type represents a variety of quantitative literacy learning objectives. Given the different nature of objectives as shown in this study, it may not be possible to distribute all the objectives evenly across all the assessment types. Rather, we recommend finding an appropriate distribution that sufficiently evaluates student performance when considering the holistic assessment picture of the entire course (and perhaps sequence of courses). In many institutions, quantitative literacy courses have been developed to provide an alternative path from traditional developmental courses and to better serve students who suffered from unpleasant experiences in procedure-oriented and exam-driven mathematics courses. If the overall course evaluation prefers student performance on some objectives that traditionally associated with closed-ended exam problems, even if those objectives are core elements, the student loses the opportunity to be assessed by other objectives.

Conclusion

This analysis of alignment between learning objectives and course assessments provides information about how often students were asked to engage with the course-level objectives, the overlap between objectives in assessment items, the extent to which each objective influenced students’ final course grade, and the distribution of objectives by assessment type. The most highly represented learning objectives were creating and interpreting graphs (F) and infographics (H), and the analyses indicate that these objectives often co-occurred with other objectives in assessment items. While these objectives were assessed relatively evenly across the four assessment types, the point values associated with these objectives were less than would be expected if point values and frequencies associated with the objectives were proportionate.

In contrast, some learning objectives related to effective communication—supporting an argument using quantitative information and critically analyzing misleading information—were valued relatively more in determining final course grades compared to how often they were presented in assessments. Given the multiple objectives represented differently by assessment type, this study (as discussed above) calls attention to the influence of assessment types on potential
over- and underrepresentation of learning objectives in evaluating student grades. In sum, we suggest that this method of alignment analysis is useful for providing feedback on the design of course assessments, unpacking the nature of learning objectives represented in the assessments, and generally examining the validity of a course design.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

Learning Objectives
A. Supporting an argument: Analyze and use quantitative information to support an argument.
B. Quantitative assumptions: Recognize and evaluate quantitative assumptions in real-world sources.
C. Global issues: Interpret quantitative information in the contexts of global issues such as social justice, health, and the environment.
D. Critical analysis: Recognize when statistics and graphs in the media are presenting results in a misleading manner.
E. Mathematical representations: Create or interpret formulas as mathematical representations of information.
F. Mathematical representations: Create or interpret graphs (scatter plots, line and bar graphs) as mathematical representations of information.
G. Mathematical representations: Create or interpret tables as mathematical representations of information.
H. Mathematical representations: Create or interpret infographics (different from typical graphs) as mathematical representations of information.
I. Descriptive statistics: Calculate or interpret percentages or proportions.
J. Descriptive statistics: Calculate or interpret measures of center or spread such as mean, median, and standard deviation.
K. Descriptive statistics: Distinguish between absolute and relative measures of information, recognizing their benefits and limitations.
L. Reasoning with probability: Perform and interpret a simulation to explore a stochastic phenomenon.
M. Reasoning with probability: Use probability to calculate and interpret the expected value of a discrete random variable.
N. Reasoning with probability: Use Bayes Theorem to calculate and understand risk associated with a particular phenomenon.
O. Prediction: Make predictions about quantitative situations using mathematical models.
P. Awareness of limitations: Recognize that mathematical and statistical methods have limits.
Q. Correlation and causation: Recognize the difference between correlation and causation.
R. Interpolation and extrapolation: Interpret and predict the reasonableness of estimates obtained from interpolation and extrapolation.
S. Other
Appendix 2
Learning Objectives with Corresponding Exemplar Items

A. Supporting an argument: Analyze and use quantitative information to support an argument.

How is it possible that there is a global average of two children per woman, yet the population is still growing?

B. Quantitative assumptions: Recognize and evaluate quantitative assumptions in real-world sources.

If the population in a town has been increasing by 3% each year since 2010, when the population was just 15,000 individuals, write a formula for the population of the town since 2010. Discuss what would need to be true for the formula to yield an accurate prediction in the year 2030.

C. Global issues: Interpret quantitative information in the contexts of global issues such as social justice, health, and the environment.

How is it possible that there is a global average of two children per woman, yet the population is still growing?

D. Critical analysis: Recognize when statistics and graphs in the media are presenting results in a misleading manner.

Suppose a friend tells you that she is on a new diet, and—according to its creators—individuals have lost an average of 20% of their body weight. If this information is true, does this mean that the diet would be effective for you? Provide several mathematical reasons for why or why not.

E. Mathematical representations: Create or interpret formulas as mathematical representations of information.

If the population in a town has been increasing by 3% each year since 2010, when the population was just 15,000 individuals, write a formula for the population of the town since 2010. Discuss what would need to be true for the formula to yield an accurate prediction in the year 2030.

F. Mathematical representations: Create or interpret graphs (scatter plots, line and bar graphs) as mathematical representations of information.

The table below shows the number of accidents, fatalities, and hours flown for general aviation. Use the table to create a bar graph that makes an argument of your choice about whether aviation has become safer since 2003.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Accidents</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Hours flown (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Mathematical representations: Create or interpret tables as mathematical representations of information.

The table below shows the number of accidents, fatalities, and hours flown for general aviation. Use the table to create a bar graph that makes an argument of your choice about whether aviation has become safer since 2003.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Accidents</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Hours flown (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1553</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H. Mathematical representations:</strong> Create or interpret infographics (different from typical graphs) as mathematical representations of information.</td>
<td>Using your group’s work from the lab on contraceptive measures, create an infographic that makes the case for the use of a specific form of contraceptive (e.g., birth control) that you believe is most effective. Include at least two distinct graphs, three statistics, and four pieces of general information to make your case.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I. Descriptive statistics:</strong> Calculate or interpret percentages or proportions.</td>
<td>Over the past three decades, as Brazil’s economic growth has accelerated, the nation has tackled issues surrounding income inequality. Those in the highest income bracket of the country take in about 13% of the country’s total income; the bottom 50% of the nation takes in roughly the same amount. Given that its population in 2015 was roughly 200 million people, how many people are in the top 1% of all of Brazil’s income earners?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J. Descriptive statistics:</strong> Calculate or interpret measures of center or spread such as mean, median, and standard deviation.</td>
<td>Consider the top 1% of income earners in the U.S. Would it be reasonable to report the mean income of those individuals to describe the typical person in the 1%? Explain why or why not.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K. Descriptive statistics:</strong> Distinguish between absolute and relative measures of information, recognizing their benefits and limitations.</td>
<td>In conversation, a friend explains the U.S. plans to give Tanzania 587.7 million dollars in 2015 with the implication that this is too much of the federal budget. Without doing any further research do you agree that this amount of aid is “too much,” why or why not?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. Reasoning with probability:</strong> Perform and interpret a simulation to explore a stochastic phenomenon.</td>
<td>Suppose that with a certain disease, there is a one in six chance that a person will not live beyond five years after diagnosis of the disease. Use dice to determine how many people—a group of 30 individuals—would survive after five years since their individual diagnoses. Does the number of people from your rolling of dice match the expected number? Why or why not?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M. Reasoning with probability:</strong> Use probability to calculate and interpret the expected value of a discrete random variable.</td>
<td>Suppose you take out a fire insurance policy on your home. The annual premium is $300. In case of fire, the insurance company will pay you $200,000, with no deductible. The probability of a house fire in your area is 0.0002. What is the expected value of the amount of money you pay/receive from the plan?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N. Reasoning with probability:</strong> Use Bayes Theorem to calculate and understand risk associated with a particular phenomenon.</td>
<td>You go to see the doctor about a growth. The doctor selects you at random to have a blood test for a certain disease, which is currently suspected to affect 1 in 10,000,000 people in the U.S. The test is 99% accurate, in the sense that the probability of a false positive is 1%. The probability of a false negative is zero. If you test positive, what is the probability that you have that disease?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>O. Prediction:</strong> Make predictions about quantitative situations using mathematical models.</td>
<td>For a given brand of condom, users are told that with proper use, the condom is effective 99.8% of the time. Among a group of 1,000 undergraduates who use the condom once, how many would we expect to have an unplanned pregnancy?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Awareness of limitations: Recognize that mathematical and statistical methods have limits.</td>
<td>Suppose that with a certain disease, there is a one in six chance that a person will not live beyond five years after diagnosis of the disease. Use dice to determine how many people—among a group of 30 individuals—would survive after five years since their individual diagnoses. Does the number of people from your rolling of dice match the expected number? Why or why not?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Correlation and causation: Recognize the difference between correlation and causation.</td>
<td>Find two indicators on the site, Gapminder.org, that are positively correlated with one another. Explain potential reasons for this relationship.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Interpolation and extrapolation: Interpret and predict the reasonableness of estimates obtained from interpolation and extrapolation</td>
<td>In the previous problem, you projected a future population based on current and past trends. What is this process called?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Other</td>
<td>What is the distinction between the sensitivity and specificity of a medical test?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>